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Abstract. An overview will be given of a number of issues which touch upon civil and canonical law and 
have been encountered historically−and are also found nowadays under several forms−in many theoretical, 
observational, and experimental endeavors aiming at the comprehension of the most basic and general 
principles of Nature, at the very different levels of influence and understanding of the natural sciences: from 
physics to biology, medicine, and philosophy. 

−−−−−− 

As I am foreign to your community, I shall briefly introduce myself. I am a physicist and a mathematician, a 
member of the National Higher Research Council of Spain, working in Bellaterra, near Barcelona, at the 
Institute of Space Science, on questions related with fundamental laws of Nature. In my research I try to 
give sense to infinity (divergent quantities), to extract energy and forces from the vacuum (the nothingness), 
and to understand (maybe just describe) the origin and evolution of the Universe we live in. What could this 
have to do with your activity as lawyers and philosophers of law? It does have historically happened, from 
the very ancient times−starting probably with the first manifestations of human intelligence−that the 
intrinsically noble quest for scientific knowledge has suffered all sort of confrontations with common, well 
established beliefs, usually collected and carefully written under the forms of much respected (and 
sometimes strongly enforced) compendia of religious and civil laws. And a number of distinguished (and 
many more not so distinguished) scientists have perished or been imprisoned just for defending what their 
eyes and other senses were telling them. Moreover, as has been also the case with other intellectual 
endeavors, for too many years scientific practice has frequently stumbled upon a number of discriminations 
of several sort: against race, against gender, against the poorer shifts of the society.  

The body of my presentation will be an account of some of the most relevant landmarks of basic science, 
stressing here and there several of these episodes of prosecution or discrimination in the name of the Law, to 
finish with a few considerations on the outer space treaty, the animal welfare law, and research ethics. 

A short (albeit overwhelming) list of scientific landmarks and ethical issues: 
 

1. Enûma Eliš (18-16th BC), the four (five) roots (Empedocles) or elements (Plato) 
2. The atom (ἄτομος, Leucippus, Democritus), India 6th BC 
3. Flat vs. round Earth: Eratosthenes (Earth's circumference 240 BC), Hypatia (Agora) 
4. Dynamics of the Heavens: Aristotle, Copernicus, Galileo, Newton 
5. The origin of life, its evolution: Darwin & Wallace 
6. The origin of intelligence: Lucy, Olduvai Gorge, Leakey’s 
7. Mathematical revolutions, infinite dimensions: Gauss, Riemann, Cantor, E. Noether, Hilbert, Gödel 
8. Relativity, the Quantum: Einstein, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, Bohr  
9. An expanding Universe: Hubble, H. Leavitt, Lemaître  
10. DNA, genetics, proteomics: Watson & Crick, Venter 
11. The origin, evolution and end of our Universe: Hawking, Penrose, L. Randall & Sundrum 
12. Outer space treaty, animal welfare law, research ethics 

 
Some parts are adapted from A. Shamoo and D. Resnik, Responsible Conduct of Research, 2nd Ed. (Oxford University Press, 
New York, 2009), O. Gingerich,, The Book Nobody Read, 2004, and The Wikipedia. 



1. Enûma Eliš (18-16th BC), the four (five) roots (Empedocles) or elements (Plato) 

In ancient cultures, the four elements Earth, Water, Air, and Fire appear as basic constituents, sometimes 
including a fifth element or quintessence called Aether in Greece and India. They formed a basis of analysis 
in Hinduism and Buddhism. In Hinduism, particularly in an esoteric context, the first four describing the 
states of matter and the fifth what is beyond the material world. The pancha mahabhuta, or "five great 
elements" of Hinduism predates their use in Greece. Hindus believe that all of creation, including the human 
body, is made up of these five essential elements and that upon death, the human body dissolves into these 
five elements, thereby balancing the cycle of nature. According to one of the principal texts of Hindu 
philosophy, the Tattwa Kaumudi authored by Vacaspati in the 9th century AD, the Creator used akasha 
(aether), the most "subtle" element, to create the other four; each element once created is in turn used to 
create the next element, each less subtle than the last. The five elements are associated with the five senses, 
and act as the gross medium for the experience of sensations. Similar lists existed in ancient China and 
Japan. In Buddhism the four great elements, to which two others are sometimes added, are not viewed as 
substances, but as categories of sensory experience. The concept of the five classical elements in the 
Western tradition may originate from Babylonian mythology. The Enûma Eliš, a text written between the 
18th and 16th centuries BC, describes five personified cosmic elements: the sea, earth, sky, fire, and wind. 
The Greek classical elements (Earth, Water, Air, Fire, and Aether) date from pre-Socratic times and 
persisted throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance, deeply influencing European thought and 
culture. They are sometimes associated with the five platonic solids. Plato characterizes the elements as 
being pre-Socratic in origin from a list created by Empedocles (ca. 450 BC), who called these the four 
"roots". Plato seems to have been the first to use the term "element (stoicheion)" in reference to them, the 
ancient Greek word stoicheion (from stoicheo, "to line up") meaning "smallest division” (of a sun-dial), a 
syllable, or a letter (the smallest unit from which a word is formed). 

2. The atom (ἄτομος, Leucippus, Democritus), India 6th BC 

References to the concept of atoms date back to ancient Greece and India. In India, schools of atomism date 
back to the 6th century BC. Theydeveloped theories on how atoms combined into complex objects. In 
Greece atoms appear in the 5th century BC with Leucippus, whose student Democritus, in 450 BC, coined 
the term átomos (ἄτομος), "uncuttable" or "the smallest indivisible particle of matter". Indian and Greek 
concepts of the atom were based purely on philosophy, but modern science has retained this name. In 1661, 
Robert Boyle published The Sceptical Chymist in which he argued that matter was composed of various 
combinations of different "corpuscules" or atoms, rather than the classical elements of air, earth, fire and 
water. During the 1670s corpuscularianism was used by Isaac Newton in his development of the corpuscular 
theory of light. Further progress in the understanding of atoms did not occur until chemistry began to 
develop. In 1789, Antoine Lavoisier discovered the law of conservation of mass and defined an element as a 
basic substance that could not be further broken down by the methods of chemistry. In 1805, John Dalton 
used the concept of atom to explain why elements always react in ratios of small whole numbers (the law of 
multiple proportions) and why certain gases dissolved better in water than others. He proposed that each 
element consists of atoms of a single, unique type, and that they could join together to form chemical 
compounds. Dalton is considered the originator of modern atomic theory. An additional line of reasoning in 
support of it began in 1827 when botanist Robert Brown used a microscope to look at dust grains floating in 
water and discovered that they moved about erratically, a phenomenon that became known as "Brownian 
motion". But the present understanding of what an atom is had to wait until the advent of quantum physics. 

3. Flat vs. round Earth: Eratosthenes (Earth's circumference 240 BC), Hypatia  

Eratosthenes was born in Cyrene (in now Libya). He studied in Alexandria, then the capital of Ptolemaic 
Egypt and for some years in Athens. In 236 BC he was appointed by Ptolemy III Euergetes as librarian of 



the Alexandrian library, the center of science and learning in the ancient world, succeeding the second 
librarian Apollonius of Rhodes. On the Circular Motions of the Celestial Bodies, Cleomedes credited him 
with having calculated the Earth's circumference around 240 BC, using knowledge of the angle of elevation 
of the sun at noon on the summer solstice in Alexandria and on Elephantine Island near Syene (now Aswan, 
Egypt). This was an extraordinary achievement, now considered one of the 10 most outstanding findings in 
science. Eratosthenes criticized Aristotle for arguing that humanity was divided into Greeks and barbarians, 
and that the Greeks should keep themselves racially pure, believing there was good and bad in every nation. 
By 195 BC, Eratosthenes became blind and he died the year after, at the age of 82. 

Hypatia of Alexandria (ca.360–415), daughter of the mathematician Theon Alexandricus, was a Greek 
Neoplatonist philosopher in Roman Egypt and the first well-documented woman in mathematics. Educated 
at Athens and in Italy, around AD 400 became head of the Platonist school at Alexandria, where she 
imparted the knowledge of Plato and Aristotle to any student, including pagans, Christians, and foreigners. 
She belonged to the mathematic tradition of the Academy of Athens, as represented by Eudoxus of Cnidus, 
and was of the intellectual school of Plotinus, which encouraged logic and mathematical study in place of 
empirical enquiry and strongly encouraged law in place of nature. Hypatia was murdered by a Christian mob 
after being accused of exacerbating a conflict between the governor Orestes and the Bishop of Alexandria . 
The contemporary Christian historiographer Socrates Scholasticus described her in Ecclesiastical History: 
“There was a woman at Alexandria named Hypatia, daughter of the philosopher Theon, who made such 
attainments in literature and science, as to far surpass all the philosophers of her own time. Having 
succeeded to the school of Plato and Plotinus, she explained the principles of philosophy to her auditors, 
many of whom came from a distance to receive her instructions. On account of the self-possession and ease 
of manner which she had acquired in consequence of the cultivation of her mind, she not infrequently 
appeared in public in the presence of the magistrates. Neither did she feel abashed in going to an assembly 
of men. For all men on account of her extraordinary dignity and virtue admired her the more.” 

4. Dynamics of the Heavens: Aristotle, Copernicus, Galileo, Newton 

Aristotle (Aristotélēs, 384–322 BC) was a student of Plato and teacher of Alexander the Great. His writings 
covered many subjects, including physics, metaphysics, poetry, theater, music, logic, rhetoric, linguistics, 
politics, government, ethics, biology, and zoology. Together with Plato and Socrates, he is one of the most 
important founding figures in Western philosophy. Aristotle's writings were the first to create a 
comprehensive system, encompassing morality, aesthetics, logic, science, politics, and metaphysics. His 
views on the physical sciences profoundly shaped medieval scholarship, their influence extending well into 
the Renaissance, to be ultimately replaced by Newtonian physics. In the zoological sciences, some of his 
observations were confirmed to be accurate only in the 19th century. His works contain the earliest known 
formal study of logic, which was incorporated in the late 19th century into modern formal logic. In 
metaphysics, Aristotelianism had a profound influence on philosophical and theological thinking in the 
Islamic and Jewish traditions in the Middle Ages, and it continues to influence Christian theology, especially 
the scholastic tradition of the Catholic Church. Aristotle was well known among medieval Muslim 
intellectuals and revered as م األول المعل  (The First Teacher). All aspects of Aristotle's philosophy continue to 
be the object of active academic study today  and his ethics gained renewed interest with the modern advent 
of virtue ethics. Cicero described his literary style as "a river of gold" and it is thought that only about one-
third of the original works have survived. Some of his views on the universe: “Isn't the universe eternal, has 
it had a beginning, will it ever end? Eternity of motion is also confirmed by the existence of a substance 
which is different from all the others in lacking matter; being pure form, it is also in an eternal actuality, not 
being imperfect in any respect; hence needing not to move. This is demonstrated by describing the celestial 
bodies thus: the first things to be moved must undergo an infinite, single and continuous movement, that is, 
circular. This is not caused by any contact but by love and aspiration.” Martin Heidegger said: “Aristotelian 



physics is different from what we mean today by this word, not only to the extent that it belongs to antiquity 
whereas the modern physical sciences belong to modernity, rather above all it is different by virtue of the 
fact that Aristotle's physics is philosophy, whereas modern physics is a positive science.” 

Heraclides Ponticus (387–312 BC) proposed that the Earth rotates on its axis. Aristarchus of Samos (310 – 
ca.230 BC) identified the "central fire" of the ancient models of the universe with the Sun, around which the 
Earth would be orbiting. Some details of Copernicus' system closely resembled those developed earlier by 
Islamic astronomers, as Naṣīr al-Dīn al-Ṭūsī and Ibn al-Shāṭir, who retained a geocentric model. Aryabhata 
(476–550), in his magnum opus Aryabhatiya (499), proposed a planetary model in which the Earth was 
taken to be spinning on its axis and the periods of the planets were given with respect to the Sun. He 
accurately calculated many astronomical constants, such as the periods of the planets, the times of the solar 
and lunar eclipses, and the instantaneous motion of the Moon. 

The publication in 1543 of Copernicus' book, De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (On the Revolutions of 
the Celestial Spheres) is a major event in the history of science. It began the so-called Copernican 
Revolution and contributed to the rise of the ensuing Scientific Revolution. Copernicus (1473–1543) 
formulated a model of the universe, which placed the Sun, rather than the Earth, at its center. He was also a 
jurist with a doctorate in law. Sometime before 1514, Copernicus wrote an initial outline of his heliocentric 
theory, a succinct theoretical description of the mechanism, without mathematical apparatus, and differed in 
some important details of geometric construction from De revolutionibus, but it was already based on the 
same assumptions regarding Earth's triple motions. About 1532 he had basically completed the final 
manuscript but despite urging by his closest friends, he resisted openly publishing his views, not wishing—
as he confessed—to risk the scorn "to which I would expose myself on account of the novelty and 
incomprehensibility of my theses." Scholars disagree on whether Copernicus' concern was limited to possible 
astronomical and philosophical objections, or whether he was also concerned about religious objections. His 
pupil Rheticus initially supervised the printing, but he had to leave Nuremberg and handed over the task to a 
Lutheran theologian, Andreas Osiander, who added an unauthorized and unsigned preface, defending the 
work against those who might be offended by the novel hypotheses. He explained that astronomers may find 
different causes for observed motions, and choose whatever is easier to grasp. As long as a hypothesis 
allows reliable computation, it does not have to match what a philosopher might seek as the truth. Legend 
has it that Copernicus was presented with an advance copy of his De revolutionibus on the very day that he 
died, allowing him to take farewell of his life's work: he awoke from a stroke-induced coma, looked at his 
book, and then died peacefully.  

Important successors of Copernicus were Tycho Brahe (though he did not think the Earth orbited the Sun), 
and Johannes Kepler, who had worked as Tycho's assistant in Prague. Copernicus' theory was slow to catch 
on: sixty years after the publication of  De revolutionibus there were only some 15 astronomers espousing 
Copernicanism in all of Europe, among them Giordano Bruno and Galileo Galilei in Italy, Diego de Zúñiga 
in Spain and Johannes Kepler. The intellectual climate of the time remained dominated by Aristotelian 
philosophy and the corresponding Ptolemaic astronomy and there was no reason to accept the Copernican 
theory, except for its mathematical simplicity. Tycho Brahe's system ("that the earth is stationary, the sun 
revolves about the earth, and the other planets revolve about the sun") also competed with Copernicus'. It 
was only a half century later, with the work of Kepler and Galileo, that substantial evidence defending 
Copernicanism appeared, starting from the time when Galileo formulated the principle of inertia. But only 
after Isaac Newton formulated the universal law of gravitation and the laws of mechanics, which unified 
terrestrial and celestial dynamics, was the heliocentric view generally accepted. 

Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), born in Pisa, was an Italian physicist, mathematician, astronomer, and 
philosopher who played a major role in the Scientific Revolution. His achievements include improvements 
to the telescope and consequent astronomical observations which supported Copernicanism. Galileo has 



been called the Father of Modern Science. His contributions to observational astronomy include the 
telescopic confirmation of the phases of Venus, the discovery of the four largest satellites of Jupiter (named 
now the Galilean moons), and the observation of sunspots. Galileo also worked in applied science and 
technology, inventing an improved military compass and other instruments (partly in order to make money). 
Galileo's championing of heliocentrism was controversial within his lifetime, when most subscribed to either 
geocentrism or the Tychonic system. At age eleven, he was sent off to study in a Jesuit monastery and at the 
age of 17 he entered the University of Pisa to study medicine, as his father wished, but did not get a degree. 
When he was twenty, in a cathedral Galileo noticed a lamp swinging overhead. Curious to find out how long 
it took it to swing back and forth, he used his pulse to time large and small swings. He discovered that the 
period of each swing was exactly the same. His law of the pendulum, which would eventually be used to 
regulate clocks, made Galileo instantly famous. The Academy of Florence had been arguing over a 100-
year-old controversy: What were the location, shape, and dimensions of Dante's Inferno? Galileo seriously 
answered the question from the point of view of a scientist. Extrapolating from Dante's line that "the giant 
Nimrod's face was about as long and just as wide as St. Peter's cone in Rome," Galileo deduced that Lucifer 
himself was 2,000 arm-length long. The audience was impressed and Galileo received a three-year 
appointment to the University of Pisa, the same university that never granted him a degree! There was also 
some debate on one of Aristotle's laws of nature, stating that heavier objects fell faster than lighter objects. 
Aristotle's word had been accepted as gospel truth, and there had been few attempts to actually test these 
conclusions by actually conducting an experiment. According to legend, Galileo decided to try, he climbed 
up to the top of the Tower of Pisa, 54 meters tall, carrying a variety of balls of varying size and weight, and 
dumped them off of the top. They all landed at the base of the building at the same time and legend says that 
the demonstration was witnessed by a huge crowd of students and professors. He had proven Aristotle was 
wrong! He also concluded that objects retain their velocity unless a force—often friction—acts upon them, 
refuting the generally accepted Aristotelian hypothesis that objects naturally slow down and stop unless a 
force acts upon them. Galileo's Principle of Inertia stated: "A body moving on a level surface will continue in 
the same direction at constant speed unless disturbed." This principle was incorporated into Newton's laws 
of motion (his first law).  

In Venice on a holiday in 1609, Galileo heard rumors that a Dutch spectacle-maker had invented a device 
that made distant objects seem near at hand (at first called the spyglass and later renamed the telescope). A 
patent had been requested, but not yet granted, and the methods were being kept secret, for its military value 
for Holland. After a frantic 24 hours of experimentation, working only on instinct and rumors but never 
having actually seen the Dutch spyglass, he built a 3-power telescope. After some refinement, he brought a 
10-power telescope to Venice and demonstrated it to a highly impressed Senate. One fall evening, the 
scientist trained his telescope on an object in the sky, the Moon, which everybody at that time believed to be 
a perfectly smooth, polished heavenly body. To his astonishment, he saw an uneven surface, rough, full of 
cavities and prominences. On January 7, 1610, he turned a 30-power telescope towards Jupiter, and found 
three small, bright stars near the planet. Observations over the following weeks lead Galileo to conclude that 
these small "stars" were actually small satellites rotating about Jupiter. If there were satellites that didn't 
move around the Earth, wasn't it possible that the Earth was not the center of the universe? The Copernican 
idea of the Sun at the center of the solar system should be correct! He published his findings as a small book 
titled Sidereus Nuncius (The Starry Messenger), 550 copies were issued in 1610 to tremendous public 
acclaim and excitement. Galileo was a religious man, and he agreed that the Bible could never be wrong. 
However, the interpreters of the Bible could make mistakes, and the Bible hadn’t to be taken literally! But 
this was his major mistake since, at that time, only Church priests were allowed to interpret the Bible, or to 
define God's intentions. It was absolutely unthinkable for a mere member of the public to do so, and the 
Inquisition, the Church court which investigated charges of heresy, formally accused him. This was a very 
serious matter since in 1600, Giordano Bruno was convicted of being a heretic for believing that the Earth 
moved about the Sun, and that there were many planets throughout the universe where life--living creations 



of God--existed. Unlike Bruno, who was burnt to death, Galileo was found innocent of all charges, but 
cautioned not to teach the Copernican system any more. Later, he started writing on ocean tides and did it in 
the form of an imaginary conversation, or dialogue, between three fictional characters: "Dialogue on the 
Two Great Systems of the World" was an immediate hit with the public, but was banned by the Church, since 
the pope suspected that he was the model for the Simplicio character. He ordered Galileo to appear before 
the Inquisition in Rome for the crime of teaching the Copernican theory after being ordered not to do so. 
Galileo, then 68 years old and sick, being threatened with torture, publicly confessed that he had been wrong 
in saying that the Earth moves around the Sun (although quietly whispered "and yet, it moves.") Unlike 
many less famous prisoners, he was allowed to live under house arrest outside of Florence, near one of his 
daughters, a nun. There he wrote one of his finest works, Two New Sciences, in which he summarized work 
he had done some forty years earlier, on the two sciences now called kinematics and materials strength.  

In 1992, Pope John Paul II expressed regret for how the Galileo affair was handled, and issued a declaration 
acknowledging the errors committed by the Catholic Church tribunal that judged the scientific positions of 
Galileo Galilei. In 2008 the head of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, Nicola Cabibbo, announced a plan 
(not yet accomplished) to honor Galileo by erecting a statue of him inside the Vatican walls. According to 
Stephen Hawking, Galileo more than anybody else bears the responsibility for the birth of modern science, 
and Albert Einstein called him directly the father of modern science. Galileo's astronomical discoveries have 
led to a lasting legacy including the categorization of the four large moons of Jupiter, Io, Europa, Ganymede 
and Callisto (the Galilean moons). Illustrations of insects made using one of Galileo's microscopes, and 
published in1625, appear to have been the first clear documentation of the use of a compound microscope. 

Isaac Newton (1642–1727) is widely regarded as one of the most influential scientists of all time. His book 
Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica (Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy), first 
published in 1687, laid the foundations for most of classical mechanics. He also made seminal contributions 
to optics and, as a mathematician, together with Gottfried Leibniz he invented the infinitesimal calculus. 
Newton's Principia formulated the laws of motion and universal gravitation that dominated scientists' view 
of the physical universe for the next three centuries. He also demonstrated that the motion of objects on the 
Earth and that of celestial bodies could be described by exactly the same principles. By deriving Kepler's 
laws of planetary motion from his mathematical description of gravity, he proved the validity of the 
heliocentric model of the cosmos. Newton postulated an invisible force able to act over vast distances and 
explaining the phenomena implied by gravitational attraction, but his laws did not so far indicate its cause. 
He affirmed it was both unnecessary and improper to frame hypotheses of things that were not implied by 
the phenomena (here he used what became his famous expression "hypotheses non fingo").  

With the Principia, Newton became internationally recognized. Newton's laws of motion are three physical 
laws that form the basis for classical mechanics. They describe the relationship between the forces acting on 
a body and its motion due to these forces and have been expressed in different ways over nearly 3 centuries: 

First law: If there is no net force on an object, then its velocity is constant. The object is either at rest (if its 
velocity is equal to zero), or it moves with constant speed in a single direction. 
Second law: The acceleration a of a body is parallel and directly proportional to the net force F acting on 
the body, is in the direction of the net force, and inversely proportional to the mass m of the body, F = ma. 
Third law: When a first body exerts a force F1 on a second body, the second body simultaneously exerts a 
force F2 = − F1 on the first body. Thus, F1 and F2 are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. 
 
Newton used them to explain and investigate the motion of many physical objects and systems, for example, 
in the third volume of his Principia, Newton showed that these laws of motion, combined with his law of 
universal gravitation, explained Kepler's laws of planetary motion. Newton also built the first practical 
reflecting telescope and developed a theory of color based on the observation that a prism decomposes white 
light into the many colors of the visible spectrum. He also formulated an empirical law of cooling and 



studied the speed of sound. In addition to his work on calculus, as a mathematician Newton contributed to 
the study of power series, generalized the binomial theorem to non-integer exponents, and developed 
Newton's method for approximating the roots of a function. He was a fellow of Trinity College and the 
second Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at the University of Cambridge. He became president of the 
Royal Society and also served the British government as Warden and Master of the Royal Mint. 

5. The origin of life, its evolution: Darwin & Wallace 

Abiogenesis or biopoiesis is the natural process by which life arises from inorganic matter, a word also used 
to describe the processes by which life on Earth originated. Belief in spontaneous generation of certain 
forms of life from non-living matter goes back to ancient Greek philosophy and continued to have support 
until the 19th century. There was also the belief in heterogenesis: one form of life derived from a different 
form (e.g. bees from flowers). Classical notions of spontaneous generation, which can be considered under 
the modern term abiogenesis, held that certain complex living organisms are generated by decaying organic 
substances. Aristotle sustained as a readily observable truth that aphids arise from the dew which falls on 
plants, flies from putrid matter, mice from dirty hay, crocodiles from rotting logs at the bottom of bodies of 
water, and so on. In the 17th century, such assumptions started to be questioned. In 1665 Robert Hooke 
published the first drawings of a microorganism. In 1676 Anton van Leeuwenhoek drew and described 
microorganisms, as protozoa and bacteria. By the middle of the 19th century, biogenesis had accumulated 
such evidential support, due to the work of Louis Pasteur and others, that spontaneous generation had been 
effectively disproven. Pasteur remarked, after a finding in 1864: "Never will the doctrine of spontaneous 
generation recover from the mortal blow struck by this simple experiment." In a letter to Joseph Hooker, in 
1871, Charles Darwin addressed the question by suggesting that the original spark of life may have begun in 
a "warm little pond, with all sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts, lights, heat, electricity, etc. present, so 
that a protein compound was chemically formed ready to undergo still more complex changes". 

The earliest known life appeared between 3.9 and 3.5 billion years ago, during the Eoarchean Era when 
sufficient crust had solidified following the molten Hadean Eon. Scientific hypotheses about the origins of 
life may be divided into several categories. Most approaches investigate how self-replicating molecules or 
their components came into existence. So, the Miller–Urey experiment demonstrated that most aminoacids, 
often called "the building blocks of life", can be racemically synthesized in conditions thought to be similar 
to those of the early Earth. Several mechanisms have been investigated, including lightning and radiation. 
Other approaches, as the "metabolism first" hypotheses, focus on understanding how catalysis in chemical 
systems in the early Earth might have provided the precursor molecules necessary for self-replication. 
Another idea is that aminoacids which were formed extraterrestrially arrived on Earth via comets. In 2009 it 
was announced by NASA that scientists had identified one of the fundamental chemical building blocks of 
life in a comet for the first time: glycine, an aminoacid, was detected in the material ejected from Comet 
Wild-2 in 2004 and grabbed by NASA's Stardust probe. Lynn Margulis' endosymbiotic theory suggests that 
multiple forms of archea entered into symbiotic relationship to form the eukaryotic cell. The horizontal 
transfer of genetic material between archea promotes such symbiotic relationships, and thus many separate 
organisms may have contributed to building what has been named LUCA, the Last Universal Common 
Ancestor of modern organisms. 

Charles Darwin (1809–1882) was an English naturalist who established that all species of life have 
descended over time from common ancestors, and proposed the scientific theory that this branching pattern 
of evolution resulted from a process that he called natural selection, in which the struggle for existence has a 
similar effect to the artificial selection involved in selective breeding. His five-year voyage on the HMS 
Beagle established him as an eminent geologist through his observations and theories and publication of his 
journal of the voyage made him famous as a popular author. Puzzled by the geographical distribution of 
wildlife and fossils he collected, Darwin began detailed investigations and in 1838 conceived his theory of 



natural selection. He published his theory of evolution with compelling evidence in his 1859 book On the 
Origin of Species. His work established evolutionary descent with modification as the dominant scientific 
explanation of diversification in nature. In 1858, while he was writing up his theory, Alfred Wallace sent 
him an essay which described the same idea, prompting immediate joint publication of both works. By the 
1870s the scientific community and even the general public started to accept evolution, however, many 
favored competing explanations and it was not until the emergence of the modern evolutionary synthesis 
from the 1930s to the 1950s, incorporating natural selection with population genetics and Mendelian 
genetics, that a broader consensus developed, in which natural selection was the basic mechanism of 
evolution. In an improved form, Darwin's scientific discovery remains the unifying theory of the life 
sciences, explaining the diversity of life. This synthesis set the frame of reference for modern debates and 
refinements of the theory that are strong and ongoing. 

6. The origin of intelligence: Lucy, Olduvai gorge, Leakey’s 

Olduvai Gorge is a steep-sided ravine, about 48 km long, in the Great Rift Valley that stretches through 
eastern Africa, located in the eastern Serengeti Plains in Tanzania. It is one of the most important paleo-
anthropological sites in the world and has been invaluable in furthering the understanding of early human 
evolution. The site was occupied by Homo habilis some 1.9 million years ago, Paranthropus boisei 1.8 
million years ago, and Homo erectus 1.2 million years ago. Homo sapiens is dated to have occupied the site 
17,000 years ago. Louis and Mary Leakey are the archaeologists responsible for most of the excavations and 
discoveries of the hominid fossils in Olduvai Gorge. 'Lucy', one of the first hominid skeletons, dated to be 
more than 3 million years old, was the oldest hominid to be discovered and confirmed the transition of ape 
men to human like form. Richard E. Leakey, the son of Louis and Mary, discovered in 1972 a hominid skull 
in Kenya and asserted it was definitely that of a human, the oldest known, 2.9 million years old. If the more 
advanced genus Homo existed at the same time as the more primitive australopithecines, then theories that 
Homo evolved from australopithecines were incorrect. Later, more accurate dating placed the age of the 
skull at about 1.9 million years. On November 30, 1974 Donald C. Johanson and a coworker discovered 
small bones on the slope of a desert channel at Hadar, in Ethiopia, the bones of a unique hominid that did 
not resemble anything discovered earlier and was named "Lucy" (after the Beatles' song "Lucy in the Sky 
with Diamonds" that was playing on the radio). The small skeleton was an incredible discovery and a 
significant link in the search for human ancestors. For three weeks, several hundred pieces of bone were 
collected in the site, which made up half of the skeleton. Lucy was a tiny-brained individual, a little more 
than 1 meter tall, whose sex was confirmed by the pelvic bones (larger in females, in order to permit the 
birth of large-skulled babies). Lucy walked erect, which confirmed theories that hominids walked erect three 
million years ago. More hominid fossils were found in 1975 and 1976, fragments of at least thirteen 
individuals of various ages and sexes scattered on a slope. These fossils were Homo and very different from 
Lucy. The discovery of Lucy has been a breakthrough in the search for clues to understanding hominid 
evolution, being a very old, primitive, and small hominid that did not fit into the known hominid types, and 
also the oldest and most complete hominid skeleton that had been found. 

7. Mathematical revolutions, infinite dimensions: Gauss, Riemann, Cantor, E. Noether, Hilbert, Gödel 

Infinitesimal calculus is the part of mathematics concerned with finding tangent lines to curves, areas, 
minima and maxima, and other geometric and analytic problems. It was independently developed by 
Gottfried Leibniz and Isaac Newton starting in the 1660s. They drew on the work of Isaac Barrow, René 
Descartes, John Wallis and other mathematicians. Newton sought to remove the use of infinitesimals from 
his fluxional calculus, preferring to talk of velocities: "For by the ultimate velocity is meant ... the ultimate 
ratio of evanescent quantities". Leibniz embraced the concept fully, calling a differential "...an evanescent 
quantity which yet retains the character of that which is disappearing", and his notation for them is now the 
current symbolism in calculus. Several mathematicians, including Maclaurin and d'Alembert, attempted to 



prove the soundness of using limits, but it was not until 150 years later, through the work of Augustin Louis 
Cauchy and Karl Weierstrass, that mere notions of infinitely small quantities could be avoided and the 
foundations of differential and integral calculus firmly established. Cauchy developed a definition of 
continuity in terms of infinitesimals and a prototype of an (ε, δ)-definition of limit in differentiation, and 
Weierstrass fully formalized the concept of limit and eliminated infinitesimals, so that it finally became 
common to base calculus on limits instead of infinitesimal quantities. 

Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855), sometimes referred to as the Princeps mathematicorum (the 
Prince of Mathematicians) and the greatest mathematician since antiquity, contributed significantly to many 
fields, including number theory, algebra, statistics, analysis, differential geometry, geodesy, geophysics, 
electrostatics, astronomy and optics. Gauss referred to mathematics as “the queen of sciences”, and he 
proved the fundamental theorem of algebra which states that every non-constant single-variable polynomial 
with complex coefficients has at least one complex root. He also claimed to have discovered the possibility 
of non-Euclidean geometries but never published it. This was a major paradigm shift in mathematics, as it 
freed it from the mistaken belief that Euclid's axioms were the only way to make geometry consistent with 
reality and non-contradictory. The new geometries allowed, e.g., the formulation of Einstein's theory of 
general relativity, which describes the universe as non-Euclidean. His student friend Farkas Bolyai had tried 
in vain for many years to prove the parallel postulate from Euclid's other axioms of geometry and Bolyai's 
son, János, discovered non-Euclidean geometry in 1829 and published his work in 1832. After seeing it, 
Gauss wrote to Farkas Bolyai: "To praise it would amount to praising myself. For the entire content of the 
work... coincides almost exactly with my own meditations which have occupied my mind for the past thirty 
or thirty-five years." Gauss was in fact in full possession of non-Euclidean geometry long before it was 
published by János Bolyai, but he refused to publish any of it because of his fear of controversy. A survey 
carried out in Hanover fueled Gauss's interest in differential geometry, a field of mathematics that deals with 
curves and surfaces and he came up with the notion of Gaussian curvature, which led in 1828 to a very 
important theorem, the Theorema Egregium, which implies that the curvature of a surface can be determined 
entirely by measuring angles and distances on the surface, that is, curvature does not depend on how the 
surface might be embedded in 3-dimensional or 2-dimensional space. 

Bernhard Riemann (1826–1866), a student of Gauss, made lasting contributions to analysis, number theory, 
and differential geometry, some of them enabling the later development of general relativity. In 1853 Gauss 
asked him to prepare a Habilitationsschrift on the foundations of geometry. Over many months, Riemann 
developed his theory of higher dimensions and delivered his lecture at Göttingen in 1854 entitled Über die 
Hypothesen welche der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen (On the hypotheses which underlie geometry). When it 
was finally published in 1868, two years after his death, the mathematical public received it with enthusiasm 
and it is now recognized as one of the most important works in geometry (the subject founded by this work 
is now called Riemannian geometry). Riemann found the correct way to extend into n dimensions the 
differential geometry of surfaces, liberating the mathematical universum from the bound of the 3 dimensions 
that we are able to observe. This was an impressive revolution that continued by the construction of infinite 
dimensional spaces, as Banach and Hilbert spaces, which were later necessary for the construction of 
quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. He made also some famous contributions to modern analytic 
number theory, investigating the Riemann zeta function (now recognized as maybe the most important 
function in Mathematics) and establishing its paramount role for understanding the distribution of prime 
numbers. He made a series of conjectures about properties of the zeta function, one of which is the much 
celebrated Riemann hypothesis. 

Georg Cantor (1845–1918) was the inventor of set theory, establishing the importance of correspondences 
between the members of different sets. He defined infinite and well-ordered sets, and proved that the real 
numbers are more numerous than the natural set. His method of proof implied the existence of an "infinity of 



infinities". For these infinite sets, he defined the cardinal and ordinal numbers and their arithmetic. Cantor's 
work is of enormous philosophical interest, but his theory of transfinite numbers was originally regarded as 
so counter-intuitive—even shocking—that it encountered resistance from top mathematical contemporaries 
as Leopold Kronecker and Henri Poincaré, and later from Hermann Weyl and L.E.J. Brouwer, Ludwig 
Wittgenstein having also raised philosophical objections. Poincaré referred to Cantor's ideas as a "grave 
disease" infecting the discipline of mathematics, and Kronecker's public opposition and personal attacks 
included describing Cantor as a "scientific charlatan", a "renegade" and a "corrupter of youth." Kronecker 
even objected  to Cantor's proofs that the algebraic numbers are countable, and that the transcendental 
numbers are uncountable (he was a mathematical authority, but absolutely wrong in saying that, as any 
undergraduate student now may realize). Some Christian theologians (particularly neo-Scholastics) saw 
Cantor's work as a challenge to the uniqueness of the absolute infinity in the nature of God. Cantor's 
recurring bouts of depression from 1884 to the end of his life have been blamed on the hostile attitude of 
many of his contemporaries, though they are now explained as probable manifestations of a bipolar disorder. 
David Hilbert defended him from its critics by declaring: "No one shall expel us from the Paradise that 
Cantor has created."  

Emmy Noether (1882–1935) was an influential German mathematician known for her groundbreaking 
contributions to abstract algebra and theoretical physics. Described by Alexandrov, Einstein, Dieudonné, 
Weyl, Wiener and others as the most important woman in the history of mathematics, she revolutionized the 
theories of rings, fields, and algebras and in physics, Noether's theorem explains the fundamental connection 
between symmetry and conservation laws (symmetry breaking remaining now one of the most important 
concepts in groundbreaking theoretical physics). After completing her dissertation in 1907, under the 
supervision of Paul Gordan, she worked at the Mathematical Institute of Erlangen without pay for seven 
years (at the time women were largely excluded from academic positions). In 1915, she was invited by 
David Hilbert and Felix Klein to join the mathematics department at the University of Göttingen, a world-
renowned center. The philosophical faculty objected, however, and she spent four years lecturing under 
Hilbert's name. Her habilitation was approved in 1919, allowing her to obtain the rank of Privatdozent. 
Noether remained a leading member of the Göttingen mathematics department until 1933, her students being 
sometimes called the "Noether boys". In 1924, Dutch mathematician B. L. van der Waerden joined her circle 
and soon became the leading expositor of Noether's ideas: her work was the foundation for the second 
volume of his influential 1931 textbook, Moderne Algebra. By the time of her plenary address at the 1932 
International Congress of Mathematicians in Zürich, her importance was recognized around the world. But 
she did not have an easier life thereafter: Germany's Nazi government dismissed Jews from university 
positions, and Noether moved to the United States to take up a position at Bryn Mawr College in 
Pennsylvania, where she died in 1935, at the age of 53. 

David Hilbert (1862–1943) was one of the most influential mathematicians of his time. He discovered and 
developed fundamental ideas in many areas, including invariant theory and the axiomatization of geometry, 
he formulated the theory of Hilbert spaces, one of the foundations of functional analysis and of quantum 
theories, and adopted Georg Cantor's set theory and transfinite numbers. Hilbert was one of the founders of 
proof theory and mathematical logic, and among the first to distinguish between mathematics and 
metamathematics. At the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris, in 1900, he put forth a most 
influential list of 23 unsolved problems considered the most successful compilation of open problems ever 
produced by an individual mathematician. In 1920 he proposed a research project that became known as 
Hilbert's program, according to which mathematics should be formulated on a solid and complete logical 
foundation by showing that: (i) all of mathematics follows from a correctly chosen finite system of axioms, 
and (ii) that some of such axiom systems could be proven consistent through some means, as the epsilon 
calculus. This program is still recognizable in the most popular philosophy of mathematics, where it is 
usually called formalism. The Bourbaki group adopted a selective version of it in their own project of 



writing a complete encyclopedic foundational work and of imposing the axiomatic method as the preferred 
research tool. This approach has been successful in algebra and functional analysis, but not so in physics and 
logic. Hilbert published his views in his very influential two-volume work Grundlagen der Mathematik. 

Kurt Gödel (1906–1978) is considered among the most significant logicians in history, at the level of 
Aristotle and Frege. He made an immense impact upon scientific and philosophical thinking in the 20th 
century, a time when Bertrand Russell, A.N. Whitehead and David Hilbert were pioneering the use of logic 
and set theory to understand the foundations of mathematics. Gödel is known for his two incompleteness 
theorems, published in 1931 when he was 25 years old, one year after finishing his doctorate at the 
University of Vienna. The more famous of the two states that for any self-consistent recursive axiomatic 
system, powerful enough to describe the arithmetic of the natural numbers (say, Peano’s arithmetic), there 
are propositions about the naturals that cannot be proven or disproven from the axioms. Gödel developed a 
technique now known as Gödel numbering, which codes formal expressions as natural numbers and showed, 
in particular, that neither the axiom of choice nor the continuum hypothesis can be disproved from the 
accepted axioms of set theory, assuming these axioms are consistent. The former result opened the door for 
mathematicians to assume (or not) the axiom of choice in their proofs. Gödel demonstrated that any non-
contradictory formal system, which was comprehensive enough to include at least arithmetic, cannot 
demonstrate its completeness by way of its own axioms. In 1931 his incompleteness theorem showed that 
Hilbert's grand plan was impossible to carry out as stated. Gödel's work led to the development of recursion 
theory and then mathematical logic as an autonomous discipline. The basis for later theoretical computer 
science (Alonzo Church and Alan Turing’s) and complexity theory, which are very important nowadays 
(even more in the context of quantum computing) also grew directly out of this revolutionary debate. 

8. Relativity, the Quantum: Einstein, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, Bohr 

Albert Einstein (1879–1955) discovered that Newtonian mechanics could not reconcile the laws of classical 
mechanics with those of the electromagnetic field, what led him to his special theory of relativity. He also 
realized that the principle of relativity could be extended to gravitational fields, developing a theory of 
gravitation in 1916 and the general theory of relativity, which he then applied, in 1917, to model the 
structure of the universe as a whole. He established the mass–energy equivalence E = mc2 (maybe the most 
famous equation ever written), and received the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics "for his services to theoretical 
physics, and especially for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect". The latter was crucial in 
establishing quantum theory. During 1911 he had calculated that, based on his new theory of general 
relativity, light from a distant star would be bent by the Sun's gravity. That prediction was confirmed by 
observations made by a British expedition led by Arthur Eddington during the solar eclipse of 29 May 1919. 
This success made Einstein suddenly world famous. On 7 November 1919, the leading British newspaper 
The Times printed a banner headline that read: "Revolution in Science – New Theory of the Universe – 
Newtonian Ideas Overthrown". Much later, questions were raised whether these measurements had been 
accurate enough to support Einstein's theory (present day analysis say that, most probably, yes). 

At the end of the 19th Century scientists discovered phenomena in both very large and small scales that 
classical physics could not explain. Quantum mechanics' history, began with a number of different scientific 
findings, as the 1838 discovery of cathode rays by Michael Faraday, the 1859-60 statement of the black 
body radiation problem by Gustav Kirchhoff, the 1877 suggestion by Ludwig Boltzmann that the energy 
states of a physical system could be discrete, the discovery of the photoelectric effect by Heinrich Hertz in 
1887, and the 1900 quantum hypothesis by Max Planck that, to match experimental results, any energy-
radiating atomic system should theoretically be divided into a number of discrete "energy elements" ε such 
that each of them is proportional to the frequency ν with which each of them individually radiate energy, as 
defined by the formula: , where h is a universal constant, called Planck's constant. In 1905, in order 
to explain the photoelectric effect, Albert Einstein postulated (consistently with Max Planck's quantum 



hypothesis) that light itself is made of individual quantum particles (called photons by Gilbert N. Lewis in 
1926). Einstein said: "According to the assumption to be contemplated here, when a light ray is spreading 
from a point, the energy is not distributed continuously over ever-increasing spaces, but consists of a finite 
number of 'energy quanta' that are localized in points in space, move without dividing, and can be absorbed 
or generated only as a whole." This statement has been called the most revolutionary sentence written by a 
physicist of the twentieth century. The photoelectric effect was observed upon shining light of particular 
wavelengths on certain materials, such as metals, which caused electrons to be ejected from those materials 
only if the light quantum energy was greater than a threshold value (the Fermi level) of the metal. The 
phrase "quantum mechanics" was first used in Max Born's 1924 paper "Zur Quantenmechanik". In the years 
to follow, this theory began to be applied to chemical structure, reactivity, and bonding. 

In 1924, Louis de Broglie put forward his duality theory, that particles could exhibit wave characteristics 
and vice versa, and modern quantum mechanics was born in 1925, when Werner Heisenberg and Adam 
Davis developed matrix mechanics and Erwin Schrödinger invented wave mechanics and his famous 
Schrödinger equation as an approximation to the generalized case of de Broglie's theory. Schrödinger 
subsequently showed that the two approaches were equivalent. Heisenberg formulated his uncertainty 
principle in 1927, when the Copenhagen interpretation started to take shape. Paul Dirac unified quantum 
mechanics with special relativity by proposing the Dirac equation for the electron, a relativistic description 
of the wavefunction of an electron implying electron spin and containing a second solution what led Dirac to 
predict the existence of the positron, one of the most extraordinary theoretical discoveries ever. He also 
developed operator theory, including the bra-ket notation described in his famous 1930 textbook. And John 
von Neumann formulated the rigorous mathematical basis for quantum mechanics as a theory of linear 
operators on linear Hilbert spaces in his 1932 textbook. These books still stand and remain widely used. 

9. An expanding Universe: Hubble, H. Leavitt, Lemaître 

The vision we have now of the global Universe (what astrophysicists cal the extragalactic Universe) began 
to get shape during the second and third decades of the past Century. At that time, everybody thought that 
the Universe was reduced to just our own galaxy, the Milky Way. It is indeed true that a very large number 
of nebulae had been observed by then, but there was no clear proof that these objects were not within the 
domains of our own galaxy. Actually, the first nebulae had been already identified many centuries ago by 
Ptolemy who, in his celebrated work Almagest, reported five in AD 150. Later, Persian, Arabic and Chinese 
astronomers, among others, discovered some more nebulae, along several centuries of the History of 
Mankind. Concerning scientific publications, Edmond Halley was the first to report six nebulae in the year 
1715, Charles Messier catalogued 103 of them in 1781 (now called Messier objects), and William Herschel 
and his sister Caroline published three full catalogues of nebulae, one after the other, between 1786 and 
1802, where a total of 2510 nebulae where identified. However, in all these cases the dominant belief was 
that these objects were merely unresolved clusters of stars, in need of more powerful telescopes. On 26 April 
1920, in the Baird auditorium of the Smithsonian Museum of Natural History a debate took place (called 
now by astronomers, in retrospective, the Great Debate), on the basis of two works by Harlow Shapley and 
Heber Curtis, later published in the Bulletin of the National Research Council. During the day, the two 
scientists presented independent technical results on “The Scale of the Universe” and then took part in a 
joint discussion in the evening. Shapley defended the Milky Way to be the entirety of the Universe and 
believed that objects as Andromeda and the Spiral Nebulae were just part of it. Curtis, on the contrary, 
affirmed that Andromeda and other nebulae were separate galaxies, or “island universes” (a term invented 
by the philosopher Immanuel Kant, who also believed that the spiral nebulae were extragalactic). Curtis 
showed that there were more novae in Andromeda than in the Milky Way and argued that it would be very 
unlikely within the same galaxy to have so many more novae in one small section of the galaxy than in the 
other sections. This led him to support Andromeda as a separate galaxy with its own signature age and rate 



of novae occurrences. He also mentioned Doppler redshifts found in many nebulae. Following this debate, 
by 1922 it had become clear that many nebulae were most probably other galaxies, far away from our own. 
But it was Edwin Hubble who, between 1922 and 1924, presented a definite proof that one of this nebulae, 
Andromeda, was at a distance of some 800.000 light years from us and, therefore, far beyond the limits of 
our own galaxy, the Milky Way. In this way, he definitely changed the predominant vision of our Universe, 
and opened to human knowledge the much more complex extragalactic Universe.  

           Another important fact, from the theoretical perspective, is that when Albert Einstein constructed 
starting from very basic physical postulates–as the principles of covariance and equivalence of the laws of 
Physics–his theory of General Relativity (GR), scientists (himself included) where firmly convinced that our 
Universe was stationary. Static, in the more appropriate terminology, albeit rather counterintuitive, since this 
does not mean that celestial bodies do not move, but that stars and their clusters, in their wandering and 
distribution, would always have remained from the utmost far past, and would continue to do so into the 
utmost far future, as we see them at present, with no essential changes (no beginning or end of the Universe 
was foreseeable by then). But, to his extreme disappointment, Einstein realized that a Universe of this sort 
was not compatible with his equations. The reason is that a universe of this kind cannot be stable: it will 
ultimately collapse with time owing to the attraction of the gravity force, against which there is no available 
protection. This led Einstein astray, until he came up with a solution. While keeping all physical principles 
that led him to construct his equations, there was still the remaining freedom to introduce an extra term, a 
constant multiplied by the metric tensor. This is the now famous cosmological constant, but the problem was 
that it had no physical interpretation. However, endowed with the right sign, it did produce a repulsive 
pressure to exactly counter the gravitational attraction and keep the universe solution static. Einstein was 
happy with this arrangement for some years. Here we are not referring to Einstein’s most famous equation, 
but to Einstein’s field equations, which he published in 1915. Soon Karl Schwarzschild (letter to Einstein 
from December 1915) found a solution to them, which corresponds to what is now known as a black hole. 
And Alexander Friedmann, in 1922, obtained another solution (which is derived by solving the now called 
Friedmann equations) even more interesting for cosmology than Schwarzschild’s solution, because it 
corresponds to the whole Universe. Friedmann’s early death in 1925 prevented him from realizing that, 
indeed, his solution would describe an expanding universe. This honor was reserved to the Belgian priest, 
astronomer and physicist Georges Lemaître who, being not aware of Friedmann’s important finding, went to 
re-discover essentially the same solution while he was working at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
on his second PhD Thesis, which he submitted in 1925. In Cambridge, Massachusetts, he worked with 
Harlow Shapley, already quite famous (as mentioned above) for his work on nebulae. The case is that, 
around the same time, Willem de Sitter had also been working on a universe solution (now called de Sitter 
space), which is the maximally symmetric vacuum solution of Einstein's field equations with a positive 
(therefore repulsive) cosmological constant Λ, which corresponds to positive vacuum energy density and 
negative pressure. A de Sitter universe has no ordinary matter content, but just a positive cosmological 
constant. This was a very simple solution of Einstein’s equations that undoubtedly corresponded to an 
expanding universe. In fact, in 1917 de Sitter had theorized, for the first time, that the Universe might be 
expanding. The big problem with his solution was, however, that it only could describe a universe devoid of 
matter, just a vacuum, and this seemed to be at that time not very useful or physically meaningful. 
Nowadays, on the contrary, this solution has gained extreme importance, as an asymptotic case to describe 
with good approximation the most probable final stages of the evolution of our Universe (if it will go on 
expanding forever) and also the initial stages, as the inflationary epoch. But let us continue with Lemaître.  

During his two-year stay in Cambridge, MA, he visited Vesto Slipher, at the Lowell Observatory in Arizona, 
and also Edwin Hubble, at Mount Wilson, in California, who had already accumulated at that time important 
evidence on the spectral displacements towards longer light wavelengths (redshift) of a large number of far 
distant nebulae. Actually, the most consistent earlier evidence of the redshift of distant nebulae had been 



gathered by Slipher who, already in 1912, had published his first results on the surprisingly large recessional 
velocity of the Andromeda nebula and, in 1914 reported that “in the great majority of cases the nebula is 
receding; the largest velocities are all positive and the striking preponderance of the positive sign indicates 
a general fleeing from us or the Milky Way.” When Hubble had arrived at Mount Wilson, California, in 
1919, the prevailing view of the cosmos was that the universe consisted entirely of the Milky Way Galaxy. 
Using the new Hooker telescope at Mt. Wilson, Hubble identified Cepheid variable stars in several spiral 
nebulae, including the Andromeda and the Triangulum nebulae. His observations, made in 1922–1923, 
proved conclusively that these nebulae were much too distant to be part of the Milky Way and should be 
considered as separate galaxies. This was the first clear evidence of the “island universe” theory. Hubble, 
who was then 35, found opposition to his results in the astronomy establishment and his finding was first 
published in the New York Times, on November 23, 1924, before being formally presented in the 1925 
meeting of the American Astronomical Society. As said, most important in this discovery was the 
identification of the Cepheid variable stars in those nebulae, and this brings us to Henrietta S. Leavitt, who, 
in 1912, discovered the very important period-luminosity relation: a straight line relationship between the 
luminosity and the logarithm of the period of variability of these brilliant stars. Leavitt was a distinguished 
member of the so-called “women human computers” brought in at Harvard College by Edward C. Pickering 
to measure and catalog the brightness of stars in the observatory's photographic plate collection. In 
particular, her results came from the study, during several years, of 1,777 variable stars. Hubble did publicly 
recognize the importance of Leavitt’s discovery for his own (saying that she deserved the Nobel Prize).  

In 1929 Hubble derived his important velocity-distance relationship for nebulae using, as he later wrote to 
Slipher, “your velocities and my distances,” thus acknowledging Slipher's seminal contribution to his own 
work. Before that, however, going back to Lemaître, he had visited in 1924-25 both Slipher and Hubble to 
learn about their results first hand. He also attended the meeting of the American Astronomical Society in 
Washington DC, in 1925, where Hubble announced his discovery that certain spiral nebulae, previously 
thought to be gaseous clouds within the Milky Way, were actually separate galaxies, and realized that the 
new galaxies could be used to test certain predictions of the general relativity equations. He realized the 
uniformity of the recession speed of the galaxies (yet nebulae), in different directions, and the fact that the 
redshift seemed to be proportional to the known distances to them, and concluded that the recession speed of 
these celestial objects could be better understood not as proper displacements of the galaxies, but much more 
naturally as a stretching of space itself, a true expansion of the fabric of our Universe! And this was not as 
crazy as it could seem at first sight, since his solution to Einstein’s equations could be actually interpreted as 
corresponding to an expanding Universe. Theory and observations incredibly matched! 

10. DNA, genetics, proteomics: Watson & Crick, Venter 

In molecular biology, the term double helix refers to the structure formed by double-stranded molecules of 
nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA. This structure arises as a consequence of its secondary structure, and 
is a fundamental component in determining its tertiary structure. The term entered popular culture with the 
publication in 1968 of The Double Helix: A Personal Account of the Discovery of the Structure of DNA, by 
James Watson. The DNA double helix is a spiral polymer of nucleic acids, held together by nucleotides 
which base pair together. In B-DNA, the most common double helical structure, the double helix is right-
handed with about 10–10.5 nucleotides per turn. That of DNA contains a major groove and minor groove, 
the major being wider than the minor one. Given the difference in these widths, many proteins which bind to 
DNA do so through the wider major groove. The double-helix model of DNA structure was first published 
in the journal Nature by James D. Watson and Francis Crick in 1953. The realization that the structure of 
DNA is that of a double-helix elucidated the mechanism of base pairing by which genetic information is 
stored and copied in living organisms is widely considered one of the most important scientific discoveries 
of the 20th century. Crick, Maurice Wilkins, and Watson each received one third of the 1962 Nobel Prize in 



Physiology or Medicine for their contributions to the discovery. Rosalind Franklin, whose breakthrough X-
ray diffraction image was used (as that of Wilkins) to formulate the DNA structure, had died in 1958. 

Hybridization is the process of complementary base pairs binding to form a double helix. Melting is the 
process by which the interactions between the strands of the double helix are broken, separating the two 
nucleic acid strands. These bonds are weak, easily separated by gentle heating, enzymes, or physical force. 
Melting occurs preferentially at certain points in the nucleic acid. T and A rich sequences are more easily 
melted than C and G rich regions. Particular base steps are also susceptible to DNA melting, particularly T 
A and T G base steps. Genomics is a discipline in genetics that applies recombinant DNA, DNA sequencing 
methods, and bioinformatics to sequence, assemble, and analyze the function and structure of genomes (the 
complete set of DNA within a single cell of an organism). The field includes efforts to determine the entire 
DNA sequence of organisms and fine-scale genetic mapping and also includes studies of intragenomic 
phenomena such as heterosis, epistasis, pleiotropy and other interactions between loci and alleles within the 
genome. In contrast, the investigation of the roles and functions of single genes is a primary focus of 
molecular biology or genetics and is a common topic of modern medical and biological research. Research 
of single genes does not fall into the definition of genomics unless the aim of this genetic, pathway, and 
functional information analysis is to elucidate its effect on, place in, and response to the entire genome's 
networks. Proteomics, on its turn, is the large-scale study of proteins, particularly their structures and 
functions. Proteins are vital parts of living organisms, as they are the main components of the physiological 
metabolic pathways of cells. The term proteomics was first coined in 1997 to make an analogy with 
genomics, the word proteome being a blend of protein and genome, was coined by Marc Wilkins in 1994 
while working on the concept as a PhD student.  

John Craig Venter (1946-), an American biologist and entrepreneur, is known for being one of the first to 
sequence the human genome and for creating the first cell with a synthetic genome. He founded Celera 
Genomics, The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) and the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI), and is now 
working at JCVI to create synthetic biological organisms. He was listed twice on Time magazine's 100 list 
of the most influential people in the world and, in 2010, the British magazine New Statesman listed him as 
14th in the list of "The World's 50 Most Influential Figures 2010". Venter believed that shotgun sequencing 
was the fastest way to get useful human genome data, although the method was controversial, since some 
geneticists felt it would not be accurate enough for a genome as complicated as that of humans. Unable to 
get funds for his ideas, he sought them from the private sector to fund Celera Genomics, the goal of the 
company being to sequence the entire human genome and release it for non-commercial use in much less 
time and for much less cost than the public human genome project. The Global Ocean Sampling Expedition 
(GOS) is an ocean exploration genome project with the goal of assessing the genetic diversity in marine 
microbial communities and to understand their role in nature's fundamental processes, the full Expedition 
started in 2004. The projectcircumnavigated the globe and returned to the U.S. in January 2006. In May 
2010, a team led by Venter became the first to create "synthetic life", by synthesizing a long DNA molecule 
containing an entire bacterium genome, and introducing this into another cell, analogously to Eckard 
Wimmer's group, who synthesized and ligated an RNA virus genome and "booted" it in cell lysate. The 
single-celled organism contains four "watermarks" written into its DNA to identify it as synthetic and to 
help trace its descendants. 

11. The origin, evolution and end of our Universe: Hawking, Penrose, L. Randall & Sundrum 

George Lemaître submitted his PhD thesis at MIT in 1925 and he estimated a rate of expansion close to 
Hubble’s eventually calculated and published two years later. And at a scientific meeting in Brussels, in 
1927, he cornered Einstein and tried to persuade him unsuccessfully: Einstein, the great genius, the master 
of space and time, was not ready to imagine a universe in which this space-time was stretching! It took him 
more than two years to accept this. Lemaître's paper was noticed by Eddington and reprinted in 1931 in the 



Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society; it explained clearly, using Lemaître's (Friedmann’s) 
solution, why Hubble saw the velocities of the galaxies steadily increase with distance. The same year, in 
Nature, Lemaître suggested that all the mass-energy of the universe was once packed within a “unique 
quantum,” which he later called the “primeval atom.” This was the logical conclusion of his looking back in 
time in the Universe evolution: long time ago the Universe was much smaller and, going even more 
backwards, it had had an origin. In 1933 he resumed his theory of the expanding Universe and published a 
more detailed version in the Annals of the Scientific Society of Brussels, finally achieving his greatest 
popularity (his name is now, however, rather forgotten by the younger generations of astronomers and 
physicists). From Lemaître's scenario arose the current vision of the Big Bang, a model that has shaped there 
since the thought of cosmologists as strongly as the idea of crystalline spheres, popularized by Ptolemy 
influenced natural philosophers through the Middle Ages. It is easy to understand that the Church, which 
had been so disappointed with the findings of Galileo several centuries ago and condemned him for his 
defense of a sun-centered universe, was very happy with Lemaître's scenario. He was made a fellow, and 
later president, of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences. But Lemaître always recoiled from any suggestion 
that his primeval atom had been inspired by the biblical story of Genesis. He insisted that his theory on the 
origin of space and time sprang solely from his equations. 

The name Bib Bang, was actually an occurrence of a rival scientist, Fred Hoyle, who in a BBC radio 
program in 1949, pronounced these magic two words for the first time. Just the year before, Hoyle, Thomas 
Gold and Hermann Bondi had issued the Steady State theory, which involved a creation field (the C-field), 
which created matter and energy constantly in wider regions of the Universe in a smooth manner. These 
researchers had realized the impossibility of the whole matter-energy of our Universe having been all 
packed once within a unique quantum or primeval atom. This could have no sense and a creation process 
needed to be involved. They were very clever to solve the question how to create matter-energy from 
‘nothing’, constantly and at ‘zero-cost,’ since they realized that any positive amount of ordinary matter and 
energy would be compensated by the same amount of negative energy which corresponds to the associated 
gravitational potential (which in GR does also have negative energy content!). This observation was 
extremely important, since it anticipated the physical principles involved in inflationary theories. The 
creation of matter and energy from a void, de Sitter state is key to inflationary models and the steady state 
theory gave a first hint to how this could be realized while respecting all basic physical principles.   

In1963, Arno Allan Penzias and Robert Wilson started a project, at the Bell Labs in New Jersey, on the 
recalibration of a 20-foot horn-reflector, previously employed for a number of years for satellite work, and 
which they wanted to prepare for use in radioastronomy. After having carried out a number of measurements 
during several months, Penzias and Wilson did not manage to get rid of a very light but persistent noise, 
which translated into temperature was an excess of some 2 to 4 K, and the same in all directions, day and 
night, so they went through a number of possible reasons for the temperature excess, without success. In this 
way, a whole year passed. At the same time, in Princeton, only 60 km away, R.H. Dicke, P.J.E. Peebles and 
D.T. Wilkinson where working on a paper trying to guess the characteristics that a microwave radiation that 
would come from a very dense universe (as in the Big Bang) should have.  One day when Penzias was 
talking to Bernard Burke of MIT and mentioned the unexplained noise. Burke recalled hearing about the 
work of the theoretical group in Princeton where Peebles, following Dicke’s suggestion, calculated that the 
universe should be filled with a relic blackbody radiation at a minimum temperature of 10 K. Shortly after 
sending the preprint, Dicke and his coworkers visited Penzias and Wilson and were quickly convinced of the 
accuracy of their measurements. They agreed to a side-by-side publication of two letters in the ApJ. There 
was the great expectation that what Penzias and Wilson had detected could be in fact the Big Bang itself! 
However, the final confirmation of this extraordinarily important cosmological discovery took several years 
yet. And the first additional evidence did not actually come from the experimental group at Princeton, but 
from an indirect measurement made thirty years earlier by W.S. Adams and T. Dunhan Jr., who had 



discovered several faint optical interstellar absorption lines. By mid 1966 the intensity of the microwave 
background radiation had been shown to be close to 3 K between 21 cm and 2.6 mm, almost two orders of 
magnitude in wavelength. This was already very close to the present, highly accurate value of 2,725 K. 

In the same way that the first experimental evidence for the cosmic microwave background radiation was 
obtained (but unrecognized) long before 1965, it soon was realized that the theoretical prediction had been 
made, at least sixteen years before Penzias and Wilson’s detection, by George Gamow (a former student of 
Friedmann) in 1948, and improved by R.A. Alpher and R.C. Herman, in 1949.14 Those authors are now 
recognized as the first who theoretically predicted the cosmic radiation associated to the Big Bang, for 
which they calculated a value of 5 K, approximately (a very nice figure that they later spoiled, bringing it to 
28 K). Penzias and Wilson got the 1978 Nobel Prize in Physics for their very important discovery, which 
can be considered as one the milestone findings in Human History. The Universe had indeed an origin, the 
fabric of space was stretching and, as clearly understood by Lemaître, Friedmann’s solution to Einstein’s 
equations was a unique. Both the stationary universe and the steady state theory were dead.  

Until the end of last Century, cosmologists were convinced that the expansion of the fabric of the Universe, 
originated in the Big Bang, was uniform. Up to then the main challenge of cosmology at large scale was to 
determine if the mass-energy density, ρ, of our cosmos was large enough (above critical) so that it would be 
able to completely stop this expansion at some point in the future—an instant after which the Universe 
would begin to contract, to finally finish in a so-called Big Crunch—or if, quite on the contrary, this energy 
density ρ was smaller, subcritical, and thus unable to stop the Universe expansion completely, ever in the 
future. In this case, expansion would continue forever, even if, of course, there was no doubt that the action 
of gravity would certainly decelerate the expansion rate, this was crystal clear. This situation radically 
changed just before the end of the Century, because of two different analyses of very precise observations 
carried out —with the big Hubble Space Telescope—on type Ia supernovae by two teams, each comprising 
some thirty scientists. The two groups wanted to measure with high precision the deceleration, caused by 
gravity attraction, on the expansion rate of the Universe, by calibrating the variation in this expansion rate 
with distance. To their enormous surprise, the values obtained by both teams were completely unexpected, 
and matched with each other. The first to issue results, in 1998, was the High-z Supernova Search Team an 
Australian-American project, led by Brian Schmidt and Adam Riess, while the other group, with the name 
Supernova Cosmology Project and led by Saul Perlmutter at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
published independent results the year after, 1999. The clear conclusion of the two observations was that the 
expansion of the Universe is accelerating and not decelerating, and that it has been accelerating for a long 
period of time in the past. This was one of these moments in History where you have something in front of 
your eyes that you really do not believe. You cannot explain it with the scientific tools at your hand. The 
impact of this discovery on our knowledge of the Universe was extraordinary and the three researchers who 
led the teams have been awarded the 2011 Nobel Prize in Physics. The first conclusion seems quite clear: in 
order that this acceleration can occur a force must be present, as we already know since Galileo and Newton, 
but in this case the force must be acting constantly at the level of the whole cosmos! The question is now, 
what kind of force can have this property in order to produce the desired acceleration?    

Coming back where we started, with Einstein’s equation, the only possibility to provide a repulsive force 
there is by introducing again the cosmological constant, Λ, with the appropriate sign. But, again, what is the 
physical nature of Λ? Where does it come from? This brings us to explain about another crucial revolution 
which took place in Physics during the first thirty years of the past Century: Quantum Mechanics. This is 
probably the most radical change in our conception of the world that has ever happened. In spite of Richard 
Feynman saying that “nobody can understand QM,” the fact is that it works to enormous precision for the 
description of nature Already Wolfgang Pauli in the 20’s, and then Yakov Zel’dovich in the 60’s, among 
others, clearly realized that if the fluctuations of the quantum vacuum—which are always there owing to W. 



Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and have a magnitude of the order of Planck’s constant— are taken into 
account in Einstein’s equation (as a valid form of energy satisfying the equivalence principle), then their 
contribution at cosmological scale (which happens to go together with Λ) would be enormously big. In 
principle, infinitely so, albeit we know that through a regularization and renormalization process the number 
is rendered finite. But even then it is still enormous: some 60 to 120 orders of magnitude larger than needed 
in order to explain the observed Universe acceleration. This is the famous cosmological constant problem, 
which was around since the first attempts to reconcile General Relativity and Quantum Physics appeared. 
Preliminary results hint towards the possibility that working in supersymmetric braneworld models 
(Randall-Sundrum) a solution to this problem and to the hierarchy problem of particle physics could 
possibly be found. By the way, Lisa Randall is one of the most influential theoretical physicists of our time, 
I know her personally and, fortunately, she did not any more experience the same difficulties of the women 
scientists of past generations. Another possible explanation is that there might exist some peculiar energy 
fluid filling the Universe (of course not of ordinary nature, as in the case of dark matter). There are many 
different models, with fancy names, for this fluid: quintessence, k-essence, Chaplygin gas, Galileons, and 
many more. The third possible explanation is the most radical of all: maybe something is in error when 
trying to apply Einstein’s GR to cosmological scales, so that this theory may need be modified there (as also 
Newton’s equations might have to be modified too, in order to account for the missing dark matter). 

Even more uncertain is the explanation of the creation of the Universe, of the very instant when it came to 
being. We are more or less acquainted with the corresponding passage of the Bible. Looking now at the 
descriptions of scientists, Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose did important work on the subject, which has 
been influential for several decades, with the conclusion (obtained again under very general and natural 
conditions) that such instant is (or it was until recently) a mathematical singularity and, therefore, beyond 
reach of any kind of physical interpretation. This result just affects classical theories and does not take into 
account quantum corrections which generically soften the singularities, or even make them disappear. There 
are new models (Alex Vilenkin and also Andrei Linde have worked on them for twenty years) in which one 
can sidestep the singularity problem: by combining inflation with quantum fluctuations of the vacuum state 
of a primordial system in which a spark or miniscule particle---a “twist in matter and space-time” so-called 
“Hawking-Turok instanton”---would be able, at zero-energy cost (as explained already), to ignite inflation 
which, on its turn, would amplify the negligibly small quantum fluctuations (of Planck’s constant 
magnitude) of the vacuum, giving rise to the cosmic fluctuations (of order 10-5) which we observe on the 
CMB plot below. This is the most ancient map of the Universe that we have been able to capture until now. 
It corresponds to when it was some 370,000 years old. Just before that, the Universe was a dense and hot 
soup of quarks, gluons and elementary particles. It was absolutely dark, light being unable to travel in it, 
since photons, even if continuously created, where destroyed immediately, through recombination with the 
neighboring particles at such high densities. But the Universe was expanding and the temperature went 
down until it reached a value below the ionization threshold of the lightest of all atoms: that of hydrogen. All 
of a sudden, hydrogen precipitated at cosmic scale and, in this way, for the very first time in History, the 
very first light of the first cosmic dawn started to fill out the entire Universe. And this light is still reaching 
us from the most remote corners of the cosmos, and we can see it with the curious eyes of our satellites as 
COBE, WMAP and PLANCK, which have transformed it into images of the oldest map of the Universe we 
now have. Putting all pieces together the so-called standard cosmological model, or ΛCDM (Cold Dark 
Matter with a cosmological constant, Λ) ws constructed and remains unchallenged until now. 

12. Outer space treaty, animal welfare law, research ethics 
 
Space law is an area that encompasses national and international law governing activities in outer space. 
International lawyers have been unable to agree on a uniform definition of the term "outer space", although 
most agree that it generally begins at the lowest altitude above sea level at which objects can orbit the Earth, 



approximately 100 km. Space law began with the launch of the world's first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, by 
the Soviet Union in October 1957. Since then it has evolved and assumed more importance as mankind has 
increasingly come to use and rely on space-based resources. Bilateral discussions between the United States 
and USSR in 1958 resulted in the presentation of issues to the UN for debate and in 1959 the UN created the 
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). Five international treaties have been negotiated 
and drafted in the COPUOS. The outer space treaty is the most widely-adopted treaty, opened for signature 
in the US, the UK, and the Soviet Union, and entered into force on October 10, 1967. As of October 2011, 
100 countries have ratified the treaty, while another 26 have signed it but not ratified. It represents the basic 
legal framework of international space law. Among its principles, it bars States Parties to the Treaty from 
placing nuclear weapons or any other weapons of mass destruction in orbit of Earth, installing them on the 
Moon or any other celestial body, or to otherwise station them in outer space. It exclusively limits the use of 
the Moon and other celestial bodies to peaceful purposes and expressly prohibits their use for testing 
weapons of any kind, conducting military maneuvers, or establishing military bases, installations, and 
fortifications. However, the Treaty does not prohibit the placement of conventional weapons in orbit. It also 
states that the exploration of outer space shall be done to benefit all countries and shall be free for 
exploration and use by all the States, and explicitly forbids any government from claiming a celestial 
resource such as the Moon or a planet, since they are the Common heritage of mankind. However, the State 
that launches a space object retains jurisdiction and control over that object, but is also liable for damages 
caused by their space object and must avoid contaminating space and celestial bodies. The Moon Treaty of 
1979, a follow-up to the Outer Space Treaty, has failed to be ratified by any major space-faring nations. 

Some individuals have argued that, because the Outer Space Treaty only applies to governments, they can 
stake claims to the sun and the moon. One even started selling lots on the move for one dollar per acre. 
Another sent a demand letter to the US 1962 saying he had ownership rights in the Moon and he would hold 
the US responsible for any damages caused by American space missions. A Yemen trio sought injunctive 
relief against NASA for Mars missions, alleging that Mars had belonged to their ancestors for 3,000 years. 

Animal law is a combination of statutory and case law in which the nature—legal, social or biological—of 
nonhuman animals is an important factor. Animal law encompasses companion animals, wildlife, animals 
used in entertainment and animals raised for food and research. The emerging field of animal law is often 
analogized to the environmental law movement 30 years ago. The United Kingdom was the first country in 
the world to implement laws protecting animals. In 1822 an Act to Prevent the Cruel and Improper 
Treatment of Cattle was passed by Parliament. The Treaty of Amsterdam of 1999 includes a protocol on 
animal welfare designed to ensure improved protection and respect for the welfare of animals as sentient 
beings: In formulating and implementing the Community's agricultural, transport, internal market and 
research policies, the Community and the Member States shall pay full regard to the welfare requirements 
of animals, while respecting the legislative or administrative provisions and customs of the Member States 
relating in particular to religious rites, cultural traditions and regional heritage. 

Most societies have legal rules that govern behavior, but ethical norms tend to be broader and more informal 
than laws. Although most societies use laws to enforce widely accepted moral standards and ethical and 
legal rules use similar concepts, it is important to remember that ethics and law are not the same. An action 
may be legal but unethical or illegal but ethical. One can also use ethical concepts and principles to criticize, 
evaluate, propose, or interpret laws. Indeed, in the last century, many social reformers urged citizens to 
disobey laws in order to protest what they regarded as immoral or unjust laws. Peaceful civil disobedience is 
an ethical way of expressing political viewpoints. There are several reasons why it is important to adhere to 
ethical norms in research. (i) First, norms promote the aims of research, such as knowledge, truth, and 
avoidance of error. For example, prohibitions against fabricating, falsifying, or misrepresenting research 
data promote the truth and avoid error. (ii) Second, since research often involves a great deal of cooperation 



and coordination among many different people in different disciplines and institutions, ethical standards 
promote the values that are essential to collaborative work, such as trust, accountability, mutual respect, and 
fairness. For example, many ethical norms in research, such as guidelines for authorship, copyright and 
patenting policies, data sharing policies, and confidentiality rules in peer review, are designed to protect 
intellectual property interests while encouraging collaboration. Most researchers want to receive credit for 
their contributions and do not want to have their ideas stolen or disclosed prematurely. (iii) Third, many of 
the ethical norms help to ensure that researchers can be held accountable to the public. For instance, federal 
policies on research misconduct, conflicts of interest, the human subject protections, and animal care and use 
are necessary in order to make sure that researchers who are funded by public money can be held 
accountable to the public. (iv) Fourth, ethical norms in research also help to build public support for 
research. People more likely will fund a research project if they can trust the quality and integrity of 
research. Finally, many of the norms of research promote a variety of other important moral and social 
values, such as social responsibility, human rights, animal welfare, compliance with the law, and health and 
safety. Ethical lapses in research can significantly harm human and animal subjects, students, and the public: 
a researcher who fabricates data in a clinical trial may harm or even kill patients, and one who fails to abide 
by regulations relating to radiation or biological safety may jeopardize his health and safety or the health and 
safety of staff and students. 

Research ethics involves the application of fundamental ethical principles to a variety of topics involving 
scientific research. These include the design and implementation of research involving human 
experimentation, animal experimentation, various aspects of academic scandal, including scientific 
misconduct (such as fraud, fabrication of data and plagiarism), regulation of research, etc. Research ethics is 
most developed as a concept in medical research. The key agreement here is the 1974 Declaration of 
Helsinki. The Nuremberg Code is a former agreement, but with many still important notes. Research in the 
social sciences presents a different set of issues than those in medical research. 

The scientific research enterprise is built on a foundation of trust. Scientists trust that the results reported by 
others are valid. Society trusts that the results of research reflect an honest attempt by scientists to describe 
the world accurately and without bias. But this trust will endure only if the scientific community exemplifies 
and transmits the values associated with ethical scientific conduct. There are many ethical issues to be taken 
into serious consideration for research: sociologists need to be aware of having the responsibility to secure 
the actual permission and interests of all those involved in the study and they should not misuse any of the 
information discovered, while there should be a certain moral responsibility maintained towards the 
participants. The confidentiality of those involved in the observation must be carried out, keeping their 
anonymity and privacy secure. All of these ethics must be honored unless there are other overriding reasons, 
as an illegal or terrorist activity. Research ethics is different throughout different types of educational 
communities, which have their own set of morals. There are documents geared towards different educational 
aspects, such as biology, clinical practices, bio-technics and even stem cell research. Furthermore, it is the 
researchers’ ethical responsibility to not harm the humans or animals they are studying, and they also have a 
responsibility to science, the public, and to future students. 

Some standard Codes and Policies for Research Ethics are: Honesty, Objectivity, Integrity, Carefulness, 
Openness, Respect for Intellectual Property, Confidentiality, Responsible Publication, Responsible 
Mentoring, Respect for colleagues, Social Responsibility, Non-Discrimination, Competence, Legality, 
Human Subjects Protection, and Animal Care. 

Adapted from A. Shamoo and D. Resnik, Responsible Conduct of Research, 2nd Ed. (Oxford University Press, New York, 2009), 
and The Wikipedia. 

 


